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ABSTRACT: A brief abstract not exceeding 15 lines should appear at the beginning of the paper, on top of the left column.
1	Introduction
The text following a main heading should not be indented.
Paragraph indention should be 3 character-spaces, with no line space between paragraphs.
The sections of the paper should be numbered in decimal form (for example: 1 Introduction, 2 Method).
2	Method
Authors are requested to submit three camera-ready manuscripts of four (or two) A4 pages, in English, for evaluation by the Program Committee. Deadline for submission is March 31, 2000, and notification of acceptance will be given before May 1, 2000. Accepted papers will be published in the Conference Proceedings, which will be distributed to all participants at the beginning of the Conference.
To speed up the evaluation of manuscripts, we would appreciate sending a copy in MSWord format (any version up to 97) and/or PDF file as an e-mail attachment to bec@ttu.ee. Please note that this copy is used for evaluation only, and does not exempt from the request for 3 camera-ready copies mentioned above.
Selected authors will be invited to submit updated manuscripts for the special issue of the Proceedings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences, Engineering.
For further information concerning the scientific program and submitted contribution, please contact prof. T. Rang.
3	Results
All of the text should be generated using a high-density printer (preferably, a laser printer). 
The length of the paper is restricted to exactly four (4) pages, including figures and references. If the presented material is shorter, the acceptable length is exactly two (2) pages in the same format.
The margins around each page should be set as follows:	left = 2 cm,  right = 2 cm,  
top = 3 cm (5 cm on first page),  bottom = 3 cm.
The text of the manuscript must be printed in two columns. Width of each column should be 8.2 cm. The column separation is 0.5 cm.
The first page of the manuscript must contain the title of the paper, author(s) name(s) and affiliation(s), all centered on the top of the page and spanning both columns. There should be one complete line space between the title, the author names, and the author affiliations. A space of two complete lines is required between the author affiliations and beginning of the main text.
Please use Times New Roman font and single-spaced typing.
Recommended font sizes:	Title	14 bold
	Authors	12
	Affiliations	10 italic
	Abstract	9 bold
	Main text	10
Please
·	do not type any page numbers on the front, use the back side for numeration
·	do not use any colour in illustrations
·	do not use hand-written symbols or formulas.
4	Conclusions
References must be numbered in square brackets in order of their citation in the text [1].
Guidelines for preparation of the manuscript, the Conference paper submission registration form, and the Conference paper submission format can be downloaded from the Conference home page  http://www.ttu.ee/bec/. 
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